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“Illustration—Picture, Literary Composition, Drawing and Book” is one of the six

selected works from “Artistic Living Books Contribution Activity” held by National

Taiwan Arts Education Center in 2004. The purpose of this activity is to publish

excellent reading matters of artistic living for all-level school’s teachers and students in

extracurricular teaching materials of art study, on the other hand, through just and

objective election, encourage the talents of art field to carry out more creations of

supplemental teaching materials or for art education or extracurricular reading matters

for art education, in order to assist government to promote general art education, to build

excellent art learning environment, and to upgrade national capacity and quality of art

and culture.  

The author Miss Lai Wen-Hsin was graduated from Taipei National University of the

Arts, this book is arranged from her master dissertation “Study on Illustration

Publications in Taiwan for Recent Two Decades (1980-2003)”; it contains multiple and

rich materials, which are understandable, therefore earned the favor of judges. As the

author’s said, our food, clothing, living and walking, as well as our vision are affected by

illustration, actually the creation or appreciation of illustration is a concrete expression

of artistic living. Post-modern art education scholars have emphasized the art education

may be conducted from visional culture that explains the importance of illustration on art

education for every level. It is excellent both in pictures and literary compositions, and

considers both theories and practices that is a practical and understandable text good for

art teacher, or student or artist who is ambitious to this field.

This center is subordinated to Ministry of Education to be in charge of study, promotion

and guide of art education, in addition to the important task of development and

promotion of publications of art education. Presently, the publications of art education

issued by this Center are promoted to school of every level in order to shorten the drop

of educational resources, and announced in “Taiwan Art Education Website”

(http://ed.arte.gov.tw) established by this center in the same time. The public who are

interested in may visit this website to get the electronic version of this book and other

rich materials and information of art education as well.  Your visiting will be highly

welcomed.

Wu, Tsu-Sheng
Director of National Taiwan Arts Education Center

November 4, 2005
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